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crossed belt. 

more surface of contact. 

MECHANICAL MOVEMENTS. 

1. Illustrates the tr.1:1smission of power by up the slack, the belt transmits motion from 
simple pulleys and an open belt. In this one of the larger pulleys to the other ; but 
case both of the pulleys rot1te in the same when it is not, the belt is so slack as not to 
direction. 

2. Differs from I in the substitution of a 
. crossed belt for the open one. In this case 

the direction of rotation of the pulleys is re
versed. 

By arranging three pulleys, side by side, 
upon the shaft to be driven, the middle one 
fast and the other two loose upon it, and 
using both a1; open and a crossed bel t, the 
direction of the said shaft is enabled to be 
reversed without stopping or revers:ng the 
driver.e Onee belt wiell always ru neone the 
f; ll d ft 1e ot er on one o l h tl1e looseast pu ey, an 

d" 11 Th h fi -11 be d •e s a t w1 •nven 1n one 

transmit motion. 
6. By giving a vibratory motion to the 

lever secured to the semi-circular segment, · 
the belt attached to the said segment imparts 
a reciprocating rotary motion to the two pul 
leys below. 

7. A method of engaging, disengaging,
and reversing the upright shaft at the left. 
The belt is shown on the middle one of the 
three pulleys on the lower shafts, a, b, which 
pulley is loose, an<l consequently no move-
ment is communicated to the said shafts.· 
When the belt is traversed on the left-hand 

. .pulley, which 1s fast on the hollow shaft, b, pu eys. 1- \ • · . 
· carrying the bevel-gear, :8, motion is com-1 1 . . . .rect1on or t 1e ot 1er according as the open . 

mun1cated 1n one d1rect1on to the upnght' r t 11or crossed b I .e t 1s on t 1e 1 1as pu ey. . . 
3· A metho:i of transmitting motion from right-hand pulley, motion 

; 
is transmitted 

a shaft at right angles to another, by means through the gear, A, fast on the shaft, a, 

shaft ; and on tts bemg traversed on to the 

of gu ide-�ulleys.. There are two of these 
pulleys, side by side, �ne for each leaf of the 
belt. 

4- A method of transmitting motion from 
a shaft at right angles to another whose axis 

is in the same phne. 

which runs inside of b, and the direction of 
the upright shaft is reversed. 

i 8. Speed-pulleys used for lathes and other
i mechanical tools, for varying the speed ac
! cording to the work operated upon. 

This is shown with a · 9. Cone-pulleys for the same purpose as 
An open belt may be used, 8. This motion is used in cotton machin

but the crossed one is preferable, as it gives cry, and in all machines which are required 
to run with a gradually increast;d or dimin-

5. Resembles 1, with the addition of a ished speed. 
movable tightening. pulley, B. When this 10. Is a modification of 9, the pulleys be-
pulley is pressed against the band to take ing of different shape. 
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l solid block, the diameters can be cut· in a 

being made in proportion to the speed of the ! 

tained by this contrivance is calculated as ments of pulleys. 

are movable pulleys in the systeui. 
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11. Another method of effecting the same 

result as 3, without guid e -pulleys. 
, 

I 

I 

loose pulleys, or a series of groovesarate 

rope ; that is, I, 3, :ind 5 for one block, and 1 :?. Simple pulley used for lifting weights. 
In this the power must be equal to the weight 2, 4, and 6 for the other. Power as I to 7. 

to obtain equilibrium. 

16 and 17. Are what are known as Span
I3. In this the lower pulley is movable. ish bartons. 

One end of the rope being fixed, the other 

must n1ove twice as fast as the weight, and 
18. Is a combination of two fixed pulleys a corresponding gain of power is conse

and one 1novable pulley.auentlv effected. . -

, 
Blocks and tackle. The power ob- 19, 20, 21, and Are different arrange-- 14. 

follows: Divide the weight by double the: to these pulleys :-In 

22. 

The following rule applies 

a system of pulleys 
number of pulleys in the lower block; the 1 where each pulley is embraced by a cord at

1quotient is the power required to balance tached at one end to a fixed point and at the 
the weight. other to the center of the movable pulley, the 

effect of the whole will be= the number z, 
15. Represents what are known as \Vhite's 

pulleys, which can either be made with sep-
n1ultiplied by itself as many times as there 

·-
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accordingly. In order to keep a uniform 28. These are sometimes called "brush-

MECHANICAL MOVEMENTS. "I,, ' 
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z3. A contrivance for transmitting rotary z7. "Multiple gearing "-a recent invelh-

motion to a movable puiley. The pulley tion. The smaller triangular wheel drive\ 

at the bottoin of the figure is the movable the larger one by the movement of its atl 
one ; if this pulley were raised or depressed, · tached friction-rollers in the radial grooves. 

the belt would be slackened or tightened 

. •1 b J in atens10n on t ie d wheels." The relative speeds can be varied e t, a pulley, A, carne 

frame sliding between guides (not shown), by changing the distance of the upper wheel 

hangs from a rope passing over the two from the center of the lower one. The one 

guide-pulleys, B, B, and is acted upon by drives the other by the friction or adhesion, 

the balance weight, C, in such manner as to and this may be increased by facing the lower 

produce the desired result. one with india-rubber. 

29. Transmission of rotary motion from z4. Spur-gears. 
one shaft at right angles to another. The 

25 .. Bevel-gears. Those of equal diame- spiral thread of the disk-wheel drives the 
ters are termed "miter-gears." spur-gear, moving it the distance of one 

tooth at every revolution. 
26. The wheel to the right 1s termed a 

"crown-wheel ;" that gearing with. it is a 30. Rectangular gears. These produce a 
spur-gear. These wheels are not much used, rotary motion of the driven gear at a varying 

and are only available for light work, as the speed. They were used on a printing-press, 

teeth of the crown-wheel must necessarily be the type of which were placed on,.a rectangu-
thin. lar roller. 
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31. \Vorm or endless screw and a worm- I from their application to mangle�onverts 
wheel. This effects the same result as 29 ; ! continuous rotary motion of pinion into re
and as it is more easily constructed, it is ! ciprocating rotary motion of wheel. The 
oftener used. shaft of pinion has a vibratory motion, ancl 

works in a straight slot cut in the upright32. Friction-wheels. The surfaces of I 
stationary bar to allow the pinion to rise and these wheels are m1de rough, so as to bite 

as much as possible ; one is sometimes faced 
I fall a,nd work inside and outside of the gear

The slot cut in the face ofwith leather,-or, better, with vulcanized india- ing of the wheel. 
the mangle-wheel and following its outline isrubber. 
to receive and guide the piniol).-sh1ft and 

33. Elliptical spur-gears. These are used keep the pinion in gear.
where a rotary motion of varying speed is 
required, and the variation of speed is de 37. Uniform into variable rotary motion. 
termined by the relation between the lengths The bevel-wheel or pinion to the left has 
of the major and 1ninor axes of the ellipses. teeth cut through the whole width of its face. 

I ts teeth work with a spirally arranged series
34 An internally toothed spur-gear �nd of studs on a conical wheel. p1n1on. \Vith ordinary spur-gears (such as 

· represented in 24) the direction of rotation is 33. A means of converting rotary motion, 
opposite; but with the internally toothed by which the speed is made uniform during 
gear, the two rotate in the same direction ; a part, and varied during another part, of the 
and with the same strength of tooth the revolution. 
gears are capable of transmitting greater 

39. Sun-and-planet motion. The spurforce, because more teeth are engaged. 
gear to the right, called the planet-gear, is

35._ Variable rotary motion produced by tied to the center of the other, or sun-gear, 
uniform rotary motion. The small spur by an arm which preserves a constant dis
pinion works in a slot cut in the bar, which tance between their centers. This was used 
turns loosely upon the shaft of the elliptical as a substitute for the crank in a steam en
gear. The bearing of the pinion-shaft has gine by James Watt, after the use of the
applied to it a spring, which keeps it en crank had been patented by another party. 
gaged; the slot in the bar is to allow for the Each revolution of the planet-gear, which is 
variation of length of radius of the elliptical rigidly attached to the connecting -r9d, gives 
gear. two to the sun-gear, which is keyed to the 

36. Mangle-wheel and pinion-so called fly-wheel shaft. 
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17 MECHANICAL MOVEMENTS. 

40 and 41. Rotary converted into rotary 
motion. The teeth of these gears, ·being 
oblique, give a more continuous bearing 
than ordin,ary spur-gears. 

of the spring as it uncoils itself. The chain 
is on t]1e small diameter of the fusee when 
the watch· is wound up, as the spring has 
then the greatest force. 

to another arranged obliquely thereto. 

44- A kind of gearing used to transmit 
great force and give a continuous bearing to 
the teeth. Each wheel is composed of two,
three, or more distinct spur-gears. The 
teeth, instead of being in line, are arranged 
in steps to give a continuous bearing. This 
system is sometimes used for driving screw 
propellers, and sometimes, with a rack of 
similar character, to drive the beds of large 
iron-planing machines .. 

45. Frictional grooved gearing-a com
paratively recent invention. The diagram
to the right is an enlarged section, which 
can be more easily understo'.:>d. 

46. Fusee chain and spring-box, being 
the prime mover in some watches, particu�
larly of English make. The fusee to the 
right is to comP<:nsate for the loss of force 

47• A frictional clutch-box, thrown in and42 and 43. Different kinds of gears for I
transmitting rotary motion from one shaft out of gear by the lever at the bottom. 

This is used for connecting and discon
necting heavy machinery. The eye of the 
disk to the right has a slot which slides upon · 
a long key or feather fixed on the shaft. 

48. Clutch-box. The ptnton at the top
gives a continuous Fotary motion to the gear
below, to which is attached halfthe clutch,
and both tum loosely on the shaft. \Vhen 
it is desired to give motion to the shaft, the 
other part of the clutch, which slides upon a 
key or feather fixed in the shaft, is thrust 
into gear by the lever. 

49. Alternate circular motion of the hori
zontal shaft produces a continuous rotary 
motion of the vertical' shaft, by means of 
the ratchet-wheels secured to the bevel
gears, the ratchet-teeth of the two wheels 
being set opposite ways, and the pawls act
ing in opposite directions. The bevel-gears 
and ratchet-wheels are loose on the shaft,
and the pawls attached to arms firmly se
cured on the shaft. 

l ,------------------------------'-----'---------! 





rotate toge her. t

on, as may be of which is fixed horizontal one in either directi small spur-gear. The a 
desired, by means of the double-c utch and l . next pulley ;s fixed on haft runa hollow s

tt rd gear he doublet e directions by i ; fourth and last pulley to I - t first. The e t e hh

key or feather fixed on clutch slides upon a ! 
h h

left is fixed on another hollow shaft running 

D. 

On depressinge. pulley to the as the small pinion, and t e h

which i t  slides being cut eccentrically to the slow motion is : i a ddle pulley e is on t mh
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50 and 51 .  Two kinds ot universal joints. opposite directions by th e bands, and at the
• same time will impart motion to the inter-52· Another kind of clutch-box. The I mediate pinion at the bottom both arounddisk-wheel to the right has twoeholes, corre-_ ! its own center and also around' the common sponding to the studs fixed in the other I center of the two concentric «ears. · 0disk and beinO' pressed against it, the i 

58. For transmitting three different speec!s 
by gearing. The lower part of the band 1s 
shown on a loose pulley.
is fixed on the main shaft, on the other end 

stud; ente� the l1oles, when the two disks 

. The next pulley ;
I53. The vertical ;;haft is made to drive the 

bevel-gears. The gears o� thee.shaft are loose, and are <lnven in opposite 
horizon�al ; ning on the main shaft, and there is se

cured to it a second spur-gear, larger than [ 

I the horizontal shaft, which is made to ro- I loosely on the last-named, on the other end 
tate either to the right or left, according toe! of which is  fixed the still larger spur-gear 
the side on which it is engaged. nearest to the pulley. As the band is made 

I 

54. l\1angle or star-wheel, for producing to traverse from one pulley to another, it 
an alternating rotary motion. transmits three different velocities to the 

shaft below. 1 1  55. Different velocity given to two gears,
I
i A and C, on the same shaft, by the pinion, 59. For transmitting two speeds by gear

ing. The band is shown on the loose pul-
ley-thc left-hand one of the lower three.

56. Used for throwing in and out of gear The middle pulley is fixed on the same shaft 

wheel !s ! right on a hollow shaft, on the end of which 
the speed-motion on lathes. 
the lever, the shaft of the large 

drawn backward by reason of the slot 1n is fixed the large spur-gear. When the band 

center or fulcrum of the lever, transmitted to the shaft below ; buc when it 
57. The small pulley at the top being the is on the righte-hand pulley a �uick speed is _

driver, the large, internally-toothed gear and ] given, proportionate to the diameter of the 
' i  the concentric gear within will be driven in I gears. 

i I! 
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the left, are lifted by pins in the disk at the right. 
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60. For transmitting two speeds by means of I 64- Another arrangement of jumping motion. 
belcs. There are four pulleys on the lower shaft, [ lvlotion is communicated to worm-gear, B, by
the two outer ones being loose and the two inner ; worm or endless screw at the bottom, which is 
ones fast. The band to the left is shown on its , fixed upon the driving-shaft. Upon the shaft 
loose pulley, the one to the right on its fast one ; 
a slow motion is consequently transmitted to 
lower shaft. \Vhen band to the right is moved 
on to its loose pulley, and left-hand one on to its 
fast pulley, a quic_ker motion is transmitted._ _6r. For transm1ttmg t�vo speeds, one a differ-
ential motion. The band is shown on a loose 
pulley 01� lower shaft. The middle pulley is 
fast on said sh:ift, and has a small bevel-gear se- Icured to its hub. Pulley on the right, which, ; suddenly, independently of worm-wheel, and re

'like that on the left, is loose on shaft, carries,
transversely, another bevel-gear. A third bevel-
gear, loose ';!Pon _the shaft, is held by a fricti�:m-
band which 1s weighted at the end. On movmg
band on middle pulley a simple motion is the re-
sult, but when it is moved to right-hand pulley 
a double speed is given to shaft. The friction-
band o_r cur)) on the third bevel-gear is to ;:illow 
it to shp a· little on a sudden change of speed.

62. For transmitting two speeds, one of which 
is a different and variable motion. This is very
similar to the last, except in the third bevel-gear
beino- attached to a fourth pulley, at the right of 
the �ther three, and driven by a band from a 

belt is on the pulley carryin� the 111iddle bevel-
1g�ar, �ncl pulley at the right tu_rns in the sa!lle 
' 

,
directJOn, the amount of rotation of the third 1 
bevel-«ear must be ded�cted from the double I 
speed �vhich the shaft would have if this gear I 
was at rest. If, on the contrary, the right-hand ; 

[ carrying the worm-gear works another hollow 
: shaft, on which is fixed cam, A. A short piece
! of this hollow shaft is half cut awav. A pin

fixed in worm-gear shaft turns hollO\v shaft andI 
1 cam, the spring whic.h presses. on c�m hol<!ing.; hollow shaft back agamst the pm until 1t arnves 
i a little further than shown in the figure, when, 
i the direct_ion of the pressure being changed by

the peculiar shape of cam, the latter falls dbwn 

sm:ill pulley on shaft a1.>ove. \Vhen Ieft-h,rncl I out, and the other extremity enters the notch ; 

mains at rest till the pin overtakes it, when the 
i same action is repeated.'t

• 65. The left-hand dis� or wheel, C, is the driv
1 _

mg-wheel, upon which 1s fixed the tappet, A. 
The other disk or wheel, D, has a series of equi
distant studs projecting from its face. Every ro
tation of the tappet acting upon one of the studs 

i in tht; wheel, D, causes the latter wheel to_ move 
the distance of one stud. In order that this may 
not be exceeded, a lever-like stop is arranged 
on a fixed center. This stop operates in a notch 
cut in wheel, C, and at the instant tappet, A,
strikes a stud, said notch faces the lever. As 

[ wheel, D, rotates, the end between studs is thrust 

belt be crossed so as to turn the pulley in an op- ; being used instead of spring and cam. 
posite direction, that amount must be added. I 67. Another modification of 64 ; a weight or 

63. Jumpin,Y or intermittent rotary motion, ' tumbler, E, secured on the hollow shaft, being
used for mete�s and revolution-counters. The used instead of spring and cam, and operating 
drop and attached pawl, carried.by a spring at t· in combination with pin, C, in the shaft of 

but immediately on the tappet leaving stud, the 
)e,·er is again forced �p in front of next_ stud, a�d 
1s there held by penphery of C pressmg on its 

·other encl. 
66. A modification of64 ; a weight, D, attached 

to an arm secured in the shaft of the worm-gear, 

worm-gear.
68. The single tooth, A, of the driving-wheel,

B, acts in the notches of the wheel, C, and turns 
Pins escape first from pawl, which drops into 
next space of the star-wheel. \Vhen pin escapes

throws clown suddenly the the latter the distance of one notch in every
N? �top is necessary in this

Ifrom drop, spring
drop, the pin on which strikest_ the 1:awl which, revolution of C.

! 1
bv its action on star-wheel, rapidly gives 1t a por- , movement, as the dnvmg-wheel, B, serves as a 
tion of a revolution. This is repeated as each : lock by fitting into the hollows cut in the cir-
pin passes. cumference of the wheel, C, between its notches. 





below passes out from the guard-nm through I 76. Is another contrivance for registering 
ower notch, and another stud enters the lthe l· or counting revo utions. A tappet, B, sup
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69. B, a small wheel with one tooth, ise: tached to a fixed support. As the wheel, 
the driver, and the circumference entering i D, revolves, the spring, B, passes under the 
between the teeth of the wheel, A, serves as 1 strong spring, C, which presses it into aIa lock or stop while the tooth of the small ' tooth of the ratchet-wheel, A, which is thus 
wheel is out of operation. made to rotate. The catch-spring, B, being

released on its escape from the strong
spring, C, allows the wheel, A, to remain 

70. The driving-wheel, C, has a rim, shown at rest till D has made another revolution. 
in dotted outline, the exterior of which serves The spring, C, serves as a stop. 
as a bearing and stop for the studs on the , 
other wheel, A, when the tappet, B, is out I 
of contact with the studs. An opening in 74- A uni(orm intermittent rotary motion 
this rin1 serves to allow one stud to pass in in opposite directions is g;ven to the �evel

Iand another to pass out. The tappet is op- gears, A and B, by means of the mutilated 
posite the middle of this opening. bevel-gear, C. 

. . 75. Reciprocating rectiiinear motion of71. The inner circumference (shown bye. . . e ro , ·t t •tt · -. . . , ht d C t , ransm1 s an In ermi ten circudotted hoes) of the nm of the dnving-wheel, : .
• i 1 h , f the • ar motion to t e w h 1, ee A b y means oB' serves as a lock against which two of the ;I paw1 B ' at ht e end of th e ··"bVI ratinrr-b l>ar, D.studs in the wheel, C, rest until the tappet, , ' 

A, striking one of the studs, th: next one 
I

j 

rim through the upper notch. 

72. Is a tilt-hammer motion, the revolu
tion of the cam or wiper-wheel, B, lifting 
the hammer, A, four times in each revolu-
tion. 

73. To the. driving-wheel, D, is secured a 
bent spring, B ; another spring, C, is at-

ported on the fixed pivot, C, is struck at 
every revolution of the large wheel (partly
represented) by a stud, D, attached to the 
said wheel. This causes the end of the tap
pet next the ratchet-wheel, A, to be lifted,
and to turn the wheel the distance of one 
tooth. The tappet returns by its own weight 

to its origjnal position after the stud, D, has 
passed, the end being jointed to permit it 
to pass the teeth of the ratchet-wheel. 
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77. The \·ibration of the lever, C, on the ! 83. A nearly continuous rotary motion 
center or fulcrum, A, produces a rotary ! is �iven to the wheel, D, by two ratchet
movement of the wheel, B, by means of thee! toothed arcs, C, one operating on each side 
two pa'-vls, which act alternately. This is 1 of the ratchet-wheel, D. These arcs (only 
almost a continuous movement. . I one of which is shown) are fast on the same 

! rock-shaft, B, and have their teeth set op-
78. A n1odificati9n of 77. 

,
; posite ways. The rock-shaft is worked by 
! giving a reciprocating rectilinear motion t� 

79. Reciprocating rectilinear motion of : the rod, A. The arcs should )1ave springs 
the rod, B, produces a nearly continuous · applied to them, so that each n1aybe capable 
rotarv mo,·ement of the ratchet-faced wheel · of rising to allow its teeth to slide over thoseJ ' ' 
A, by the pawls attached to the extren1ities · of the wheel in moving one way.
of the vibrating radial arms, C, C. I

I

1 84. The double rack-frame, B, is sus-
80. Rectilinear motion is imparted to the ! pended from the rod, A. Continuous rotary

slotted bar, A, by the vibration of the lever, ; motion is given to the cam, D. \Vhen the J 
C throuah the a()'ency· of the two hooked ! shaft of the cam is midwav between the two' b b .,

pawls, which drop alternately into the teeth 
, 

. racks, the cam acts upon neither of them ; 
of the slotted rack-bar, A. : but by raising or lowering the rod, A, either 

: the lower or upper rack is brought within 
8 r. Alternate rectilinear motion is given ' range of the cam, and the rack-frame moved.,

to the rack-rod, B, by the continuous revo- : to the left or right. This movement has 
lution of the mutilated spur-gear, A, the · been used in connection with the governor 
spiral spring, C, forcing the rod back to its of an engine, the rod, A, being connected 
original position on the teeth of the gear, A, i with the governor, and the rack-fran1e with 
quitting the rack. ! the throttle or regulatin[! valve. 

I 
8:2. On motion being given to the two 85. Intermittent alternating rectilinearmo-

treaclles, D, a nearly continuous motion is tion is given to the rod, A, by the conrinu
imparted, through the vibrating arms, n, and ous rotation of the shaft carrying the two 
their attached pawls, to the ratchet-wheel, A. , cams or wipers, which act upon the projec

I' A chain or strap attached to each treadle tion, n, of the rod, and thereby lift ft. The' 

passes over the pulley, C, and as one treadle rod drops by its own weight. Used for ore-
is depressed the other is raised. stampers or pulverize rs, and for hammers. I 

_____ ___ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ ___ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ __ ___ ____ .! 
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. An eccentric generally ust·d on the 
and C, is the driver. The gears, B a1 89td c, I 

right, is driven by bevel -gearing from the i 90. A modification of the above_; an 
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86. A method of ':orking a reciprocat'.ng : 

pump by  rotary motion. A rope, carrymg ,1

the pump-rod, is attached to the wheel, A, ,
which runs loosely upon. the shaft. The 
shaft carries a cam, C, and has a continuous 
rotary motion. At every revolution the cam 

seizes the hooked catch, B, attached to the 

wheel, and drags it round, together with the 
· ti1e rope .unt1e, 011 t 11e ex-w 1ee I I, and raises 1 

tremity of the catch striking the stationar 

stop above, the catch is released, and th: 
wheel is returned by the weight of the PumP-
b k tUC •e , 

87. A contrivance for a self-reyersing mo-

i
;. 
; 
;
i
: . . . . .
! cam, A, tnterm1ttent rotary motion is irn-
! parted to the wheel, B. The stops free the�
selves f:orn the offset of the cam at every hall-1 
revolution, the wheel, B, rema1mno-b at rest 

.until the cam has completed its revolution,
when the same motion is repeated.

I
i 

the perpendicular position, and thereby again 
causes it to reverse the motion. 

88·eContlnuous rotary converted into in-. 
term1ttent rotary motion The disk-wheel' · .B, carrym g th� stops, C, D, turns on a 
center eccentnc to the cam, A. On con-_
t1nuous rotary motion being given to the 

tion. The btvel-gear between the gears, B 

n1n loose upon the shaft, consequently mo- cra�k -shafte:or comm�nicating the recipro_eating rechlm ear motion to the valves of tion is only communicated when one or other 
of  them is engaged with the clutch-box, D, : steam _ engines, and sometimes used for 
which slides on a feather on t!1e shaft and is . pumpmg. 

shown in gear with C. The wheel, E, at the 

shaft 

! 

;on which the 1ears, B, C, and clutch 
are placed, and is about to strike the bell- :

1 
crank, G, and produce such a movement 
thereof as wili" cause the connecting-rod to : 
carry the weeighted lever, F, beyond a p e r -1 
pendicular position, when the said lever will ;
fall over suddenly to the left, and carry the ;
clutch into gear with B, thereby reversinge: 
the motion of the shaft, until the stud in the : 
wheel, E, com ing round in the contrary di- 1 
rection, brings the weighted lever back past J 

- - -- ----- -·--· - · 

elongated yoke being substituted for the 
circular strap, to obviate the necessity for 
any vibrating motion of the rod which works 
in fixed guides. 

91. Triangular eccentric, giving an inter
mittent reciprocating rectilinear motion, used 
in France for the valve motion of steam 
engines. 

92. Ordinary crank motion. 

·----- ... .  .. -·· - ·---- ·-- - --- -··-·--····- .. ---
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On turning one cept that it is grooved. 

I 
, I 
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93. Crank motion, with the crank-wrist I are described through these points. The 
1working in a slotted yoke, thereby dispens- outside circle is then divided into double 

ing with the osci!.lating connecting-rod or the number of these divisions, and lines 
pitman. drawn to the center. The curve is then 

drawn through the intersections of the con
centric circles and the radiating lines.

94. Variable crank, two circular plates re-
voh·ing on the sa:me center. In one a spiral 
groove is cut ; in the other a series of slotse! 97. This is a heart-cam, similar to 96, ex
radiating from the center. 
of these plates around its center, the bolt I 
shown near the bottom of the figure, and 
which passes through the spiral groo,·e and 98. Irregular vibrating motion is produced 
radial slots, is caused to move toward or : by the rotation of the circular disk, in which

I 
fron1 the center of the plates. · is fixed a crank-pin working in an endless 

groove cut in the vibrating ann. 

95. On rotating the upright shaft, recipro-
cating rectilinear motion is imparted by the 99. Spiral guide attached to the face of a 
oblique disk to the upright rod resting upon disk ; used for the feed-motion of a driijing
its surface. n1achine. 

96. l\ heart-cam. Unifom1 traversing mo
·. 100. Quick return crank motion, applicable 

tion is imparted to the . .horizontal bar by the 
to shaping machines. 

rotation of the heart-shaped cam. The . 
dotted lines show the mode of striking out 
the curve of the cam. The length of traverse ; 101. Rectilinear motion of horizontal bar, 
is divided into any number of parts ; and j by means of vibrating slotted bar hung from 
from the center a series of concentric circles I the top. 

----- ----- -- ---- --- ·--··-- -,------ -- --- ------' 
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